EU-Japan Municipal Dialogue
on Urban Policy

Outcomes of the Second Working Meeting
23-27 November 2015

The EU-Japan Municipal Dialogue on Urban Policy
The second working meeting of the EU – Japan Municipal Dialogue on Urban Policy took place from 23 – 27
November 2015. Consistent to the first working meeting, the five days of municipal interaction began with
the participating eight local governments meeting for the first two days. The City of Leipzig hosted the first
two days ‘cities-to-cities’ exchange, where cities met for presentations, site visits, and discussions. Concluding
the first two days, each of the four pairs traveled to their European counterpart to continue their ‘city-to-city’
exchange.
During the second working meeting, cities had the opportunity to learn about the background and context from
the European cities’ perspectives and experiences. During the three days, European partner cities showcased
their urban infrastructure and delved deeper into their action items for the exchange. The overall goal of the
exchange is to provide the groundwork for city pairs to replicate, improve, and accelerate developments in
various areas of urban policy. Through facilitated knowledge exchange, cities are given the opportunity to tap
into the technical expertise of their global peers. In turn, by adaptively replicating successes and understanding
good practices, cities can advance and catalyze their actions, and also find opportunities to undertake joint
projects in areas of mutual interest.

The city pairings
Four city pairs, which were decided at the outset of the Dialogue, reflect the potential that each pairing has to
collaborate on sustainability initiatives. The four city pairings which continued their collaboration during the
second working meeting are:
•
•

Leipzig, Germany & Kumamoto, Japan
Burgas, Bulgaria & Toyama, Japan

•
•

Riga, Latvia & Kitakyushu, Japan
Växjö, Sweden & Shimokawa, Japan

The delegations
Each local governmnt delegation included a diverse mix of local sustainability specialists, a majority of whom
participated in the First Working Meeting. The Second Working Meeting brought together different perspectives
and expertise of city administrators, local leaders, engineers and infrastructure consultants, planners,
researchers, energy experts, and more.

The core themes
To most efficiently facilitate dialogue within the Cooperation, three central themes for collaboration were
identified by ICLEI & DG REGIO. These three themes, around which each city delegation organized their
application for participation in the Cooperation, are:
•

low carbon development

•

climate change resilience and adaptation
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Cities-to-cities... city-to-city
Engaging stakeholders
Each city participating in the EU-Japan Municipal Dialogue on
Urban Policy includes a multi-disciplinary field of local sustainability specialists from a wide range of cultures, vocations,
and environments. A large majority of who participated in the
first working meeting in Japan. As a result, the second working
meeting brought together the unique perspectives and expertise of elected officials, administrators, engineers, planners,
researchers, scientists, and more.
Additionally, presentations from leading experts in population
and demographic shifts in the EU and low carbon urban development, financing, and planning showcased concepts which
could help to amplify the impact of local climate action. Bringing these diverse actors together contributed to an open and
candid discussion.
Diverse actors provide numerous advantages by looking beyond the limited scope of local government and integrating the
activities over various expert networks. This is invaluable for
local authorities to successfully integrate and coordinate multiple sectoral interventions. In addition, local government actors
must also take into account political will, stakeholder support,
and the ideas of the inhabitants.

Knowledge exchange
Accordingly, the two days of presentations, discussions, and site visits in Leipzig provided a forum for sharing
experiences and deliberating challenges encountered within the Dialogue thus far, identifying good practices
or gaps in required competences, and detecting new avenues for cooperation.
The City of Leipzig provided inspiration for the exchange, through their hospitality and engaging site visits.
Leipzig highlighted their public transportation infrastructure, specifically integrating the suburban and regional trains into the central train station and their inner city tram system. The New City Hall provided the ideal
meeting place for city discussion. The mayor of Leipzig also actively participated in the discussions with the city
officials on the issues of low carbon development and ageing and declining population.
In addition to knowledge exchange, concrete “on-the-ground” projects are certainly a desired outcome of the
World Cities Project, and – as documented in the following pages - the events of the Second working meeting
revealed that tangible initiatives are underway between several city pairings. In Leipzig, each city pair presented an update of their current action items and initiatives they envisage during the second working meeting.
At the local government level, the steps between planning to implementation are invariably difficult, and
access to finance is often the biggest barrier. By bringing cities with common sustainability goals together, the
World Cities Project can help municipal actors pool resources, therein strengthening sustainability planning
and help to narrow the implementation gap.
The following pages detail ideas, actions, and outcomes which emerged from the interactions between each
city-paring during the second working meeting.

Please visit pages 9 - 12 to see the Agenda for the Second Working Meeting
in Leipzig, Germany and pages 13 - 15 for the complete participant list.
To learn more about this exchange, as well as to download updated city
profiles, please visit our website: japan.world-cities.eu
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Leipzig, Germany & Kumamoto, Japan
Kumamoto and Leipzig, during the first working meeting, established a mutual interest in learning and
exchanging experience and information related to public transportation. In both the first and second working
meetings, a majority of time was dedicated in showcasing tram and bus infrastructure. As mentioned in the
First Meeting Report, Kumamoto and Leipzig have already participated in an exchange in 2013. Kumamoto
and Leipzig established the following action items within the two Dialogue themes:

Climate change resilience and adaptation
Leipzig presented on the transformation of the Georg Schumann-Strasse, designed to accommodate various
modes of transport including trams, buses, cyclists, and pedestrians. Following the presentation and site visit,
the cities had a long discussion on reviving and redesigning streets. Leipzig highlighted how revived streets
increase walking, cycling, and access to public transportation. The predominate theme established in the first
working meeting between the two cities was public transportation. Kumamoto and Leipzig were able to narrow
the focus during the second working meeting to trams, specifically design.
Kumamoto expressed specific interest in Leipzig’s tram design. Experts from the city’s technical department
on street design and greening accompanied the delegation through various trams and stops to showcase the
infrastructure. Leipzig’s tram ways have elevated roads at the tram stops for safer, barrier free access. The
improved street design enables a clear segregation of cyclists, motorized traffic, and pedestrians. After a visit to
the Technical Townhall (Technisches Rathaus), the evolution and design of the new tram stops were presented
and explained.
Action item: Kumamoto and Leipzig concluded the three day exchange with discussion on the various
opportunities for collaboration with the most prominent being tram design. The two cities planned on jointly
drafting an outline for a handbook on tram station design, a collection of good practices from Leipzig, Kumamoto
and other cities. The handbook is expected to discuss integrated urban design that shall focus on compact cities.
The overall objective of the handbook is to underline the means to implement ecomobility oriented street
design. A detailed handbook could be produced if necessary resources are made available; at this stage an
outline will be drafted.
The cities also explored the opportunity for Kumamoto to implement a pilot project with the new tram station
design and evaluate its performance. In addition, the cities have also agreed that continuing communication
and raising awareness are crucial for ecomobility. The delegates committed to cooperating and exploring the
means to raise awareness of ecomobile activities.
In conclusion the cities are deliberating on the potential to sign a friendship memorandum tentatively titled,
“Leipzig - Kumamoto Dialogue on Public Transport”. The status of these opportunities shall be presented during
the third meeting. The cities will continue to work on the ideas in the time period between the second and the
third working meeting.

Please visit pages 16 - 17 to see the field visit itinerary for this exchange.
To learn more about this exchange, as well as to download updated city
profiles, please visit our website: japan.world-cities.eu
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Riga, Latvia & Kitakyushu, Japan
During the first working meeting, Riga and Kitakyushu shared their strategies for compact city development,
specifically public transportation. Kitakyushu expressed interest in learning about tourism and historic
city centers. During the Second working meeting, Riga highlighted their infrastructure for compact city
development as well as their strategy for low carbon development. Kitakyushu and Riga established the
following action items within the two Dialogue themes:

Low carbon development
During the second working meeting, Riga highlighted their
low carbon development initiatives through a tour and
presentation of their biomass district heating plant and
their waste management site and plant. Rigas Siltums, the
company providing district hearing to more than 76% of Riga,
has implemented a biofuel boiler house supplied with local
wood chips. With the modernization of the heat source using
biofuel the overall efficiency of the cogeneration unit is 93.7%.
The wood chips are provided by private, local companies, all
located within Latvia.
Riga highlighted their waste management infrastructure as a
strong example of integrating sustainable solutions
and technology in existing systems. Eko Getlini is the largest
landfill in Riga and is responsible for the collection and
ecological management of waste. Eko Getili has integrated
environmentally friendly farming and pastures as well as an
onsite greenhouse producing 165 tonnes of tomatoes.
Action item: Kitakyushu expressed interest in understanding
how to better integrate sustainable waste management
solutions into existing infrastructure. Riga will supply various
information and background on Eko Getlini to be translated
and communicated to Kitakyushu.

Compact city development
Concluding the first working meeting, Kitakyushu expressed
interest in learning about Riga’s public transportation system
and infrastructure. Riga showcased RIGAS SATIKSME, the
public transportation company of Riga through a site visit of
its headquarters and presentations. Riga is currently in the
process of introducing more low-floored trams to update their
current system and increase accessibility. The new integrated
city system will also improve communi41cation units, video
monitoring, provide digital displays for passengers, account for
passenger flow, and provide free, high-speed Wi-Fi in all trams.
Kitakyushu was interested in the public transportation card, developed originally for public transportation but
is now used for schools, tourism, and for social service benefits.
Action item: Riga will share their tram design and implementation plan for the new low-floored tram systems.
Riga will also share information on hydrogen cell engines and the technology behind it. Kitakyushu will begin
looking into using the e card within their public transportation infrastructure.

Please visit pages 18- 19 to see the field visit itinerary for this exchange.
To learn more about this exchange, as well as to download updated city
profiles, please visit our website: japan.world-cities.eu
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Burgas, Bulgaria & Toyama, Japan
Throughout the first and second working meetings, Toyama and
Burgas have both focused on exchanging information about
public transportation oriented urban development. Both cities
have highlighted the differences in implementing and expanding
public transportation and future challenges. Toyama and Burgas
have also examined social services provided to the elderly
population. Toyama and Burgas established the following action
items within the two Dialogue themes:

Compact city and low carbon development
Both the City of Burgas and Toyama face the problem of an aging
society and an increasing elderly population. During Toyama’s
visit to the City of Burgas, they were presented with various
measures taken by Burgas to achieve a compact city. Burgas
showcased the various social services, such as elderly clubs and
homes as well as various public sport facilities. Burgas has integrated
physical exercise equipment in parks to promote an active lifestyle.
Since the first working meeting, public transportation remained the
main theme and action item for both visits during the exchange, and
many presentations and site visits were dedicated to this topic. Both
cities are taking strong strides in public transportation to increase
the elderly population’s mobility, create a walkable city center, and
reduce the level of pollution from automobile emissions.
Burgas is upgrading its transportation infrastructure focusing
specifically on improving its public transportation system. Burgas
highlighted that one of their goals in improving public transportation
is to connect citizens with the city and increase the coverage and access to the population. In doing so, Burgas’s
priorities expanded to the provision of an intermodal and seamless travel experience through receiving input
from its citizens and various stakeholders. Burgas shared the various projects they are implementing to achieve
intermodality and seamlessness, such as the development of a new Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) system, as well as
various efforts that support that main system, including park-and-rides, bike shares, and limitation of parking
in the city center. Since the most appropriate transportation mode varies by city to city, Toyama was interested
in learning more about the reasons behind Burgas’ decision to install a Bus Rapid Transit system, and the two
cities shared their experiences on this area during the visit.
Action item: The cities have decided to focus their exchange themes on improving the quality of life for citizens,
especially for the elderly in the face of an aging population, through the provision of public transportation and
social services. Burgas is working to upgrade its public transportation infrastructure to maintain a high quality
of life as well as to connect citizens with necessary amenities and activities. As Burgas is launching their new BRT
system in February 2016, the City is interested in learning more about Toyama’s challenges and lessons learned
from building its public transportation system (LRT).
Building on its recent experience of developing a new LRT network, Toyama is also expanding its public
transportation system to achieve its compact city goals. At the same time, they are also interested in finding
ways to improve ridership of existing public transportation and reduce its citizen’s dependency on private
automobiles. They hope to continue exchanging ideas with Burgas about policies and programs to improve
user experience and encourage public transportation usage.
In addition, the city of Burgas has joined the ICLEI’s EcoMobility Alliance network to work with 18 other cities
worldwide to advance urban mobility in cities and learn from their mobility experiences.

Please visit pages 20 - 21 to see the field visit itinerary for this exchange.
To learn more about this exchange, as well as to download updated city
profiles, please visit our website: japan.world-cities.eu
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Växjö, Sweden & Shimokawa, Japan
During the three day exchange, Växjö focused on two initiatives the local government is taking, one initiative
for each compact city and low carbon development. The city highlighted their municipal collective housing as
a solution for the elderly population and plans on being completely fossil fuel free by 2030. Shimokawa and
Växjö established the following action items within the two Dialogue themes:
Climate change resilience and adaptation
Växjö showcased their various efforts in promoting social
services and accessibility. For the past 20 years, Växjö
has implemented special accessibility requirements
for all municipal buildings to accommodate the
handicapped and elderly population. A challenge for
local governments that both Shimokawa and Växjö
identified is that elderly citizens in Sweden and Japan
prefer to live in their own private home. To address this,
Växjö encourages elderly citizens to move to municipal
collective houses with social and health care services.
These collective houses are very accessible, energy
efficient and provide all necessary medical and social
services. Shimokawa visited municipal collective house
for the elderly in a new urban area and learned about
the housing design, equipment, and service.
Action item: Shimokawa plans to build more bio-villages, small community centers with social care services built
of local timber. A majority of the elderly are living in isolated remote areas. These bio-villages would also have
a complex of buildings, similar to Växjö’s collective houses for elderly, for those to live in and provide all the
necessary social and health services. Shimokawa hopes to continue to learn from Växjö about their municipal
collective houses and how to best implement their system for the elderly in Shimokawa.

Low carbon development
Both Växjö and Shimokawa have very ambitious goals for low carbon urban development. Växjö plans on being
completely fossil fuel free by 2030. Shimokawa’s goal is for 100 % of the energy supply to come from local
renewable by 2030. During the exchange, Växjö presented their various strategies for implementing these goals.
Shimokawa was particularly impressed by Växjö’s strong political support, consensus that is reached on various
initiatives, and technological knowledge and experience. Växjö explained that by involving various stakeholders
in the planning and implementation process and having a strong environmental management system, they
were able to achieve political support and ultimate success in their overall objectives.
Action item: Växjö agreed to provide more information on their environmental management system as well
as more background of how to successfully gain community and political support. In January 2016, both cities
agreed to organize a public meeting where those involved in the exchange from Shimokawa will share what they
have learned in Växjö and how this can then contribute to deeper action plans.

Please visit pages 22 - 23 to see the field visit itinerary for this exchange.
To learn more about this exchange, as well as to download updated city
profiles, please visit our website: japan.world-cities.eu
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The road to the third and final working meeting
Continuing the exchange towards the third working meeting
Between the second and third working meeting, ICLEI will continue to foster dialogue on the online platform
(japan.world-cities.eu). Cities will be able to discuss action items and topics of interest, share documents and
background information, and exchange knowledge related to the projects. ICLEI staff will continue to monitor
and record exchanges between city pairs and encourage cities to exchange with cities outside their pairs.
In the spring of 2016, the third working meeting will take place in Tokyo, Japan. Each of the 8 delegations will
send a city delegation to share their findings of the exchange. During the third working meeting, updates and
outcomes of the exchange will be shared as ultimately recorded in the Third Working Meeting Report.

Sunset in downtown Riga, Latvia during the second working meeting

ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability is an international association of local governments implementing sustainable
development. ICLEI’s mission is to build and serve a worldwide movement of local governments to achieve tangible
improvements in global sustainability with special focus on environmental conditions through cumulative local actions.
In October 2014, ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability was awarded the tender for two segments of the World Cities: EU-Third
Countries Cooperation on Urban Development, identified as the EU-Japan Urban Policy Dialogue and the EU-Canada Urban Policy
Cooperation, awarded by the Directorate General of Regional and Urban Policy (DG REGIO) of the European Commission.
Published by ICLEI World Secretariat. Kaiser-Friedrich-Straße 7, 53113 Bonn, Germany
Email: eu-cities@iclei.org
Photo credit: Santhosh Kodukula, Kristen Körsgen
© ICLEI January 2016
EU-Japan Municipal Dialogue on Urban Policy- Outcomes of the second working Meeting
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EU-Japan Municipal Dialogue on Urban Policy
Agenda for the Second Working Group Meeting





22 November: Participants arrive in Leipzig, Germany
23 November: Working meeting day 1
24 November: Working meeting day 2
25-27 November: Field visits in respective European partner cities.

This is the second of three working meetings within the EU-Japanese Urban Policy Cooperation.
The main objective of the second working meeting is for Japanese cities to experience and gain
first-hand knowledge from their European partner. The second meeting is also meant to expand on
the ideas and expectations developed in the first working meeting. Preparation should focus on
solidifying plans for action and taking steps toward the set expectations.
Delegations from participating cities:

Leipzig (Germany)*
Riga (Latvia)
Växjö (Sweden)
Burgas (Bulgaria)

European – Japan City Pairings
Kumamoto
Kitakyushu
Shimokawa
Toyama

* Host of the second working meeting

Delegation from project partners
DG REGIO Delegation
MLIT (Japan Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport, Tourism)
ICLEI World Secretariat and ICLEI Japan Office
For more information, please visit the website: http://canada-japan.world-cities.eu/

Second Working Meeting of the EU-Japan Urban Policy Cooperation
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EU-Japan Municipal Dialogue on Urban Policy
Program for the Second Working Meeting
22 – 24 November 2015, Leipzig, Germany
25 – 27 November 2015, Partner City, Europe

Sunday, 22 November 2015
All city delegations arrive in Leipzig, Germany by evening
Please note that participants may be flying in from Leipzig/Halle Airport or Berlin Tegel International Airport.

19:00 – 21:00
Vitor’s
Residenz Hotel
bar

Informal get-together
We welcome you to join us for a drink in the bar located at Victor’s Residenz-Hotel Leipzig
if your jetlag will allow for it!

Monday, 23 November 2015
8:45

Meet in the hotel lobby to walk to New City Hall

9:15 – 10:10

Welcome

New City Hall,
Ratsplenarsaal

Welcome from the host, Burkhard Jung Mayor of Leipzig
Welcome from ICLEI and MLIT, Japan
Photo Opportunity
10:10 – 10:30

New City Hall,
Ratsplenarsaal

10:30 – 11:30

New City Hall,
Ratsplenarsaal

Presentation


An aging population: The impact on urban life and infrastructure
Dr. Sebastian Lentz, Director and Professor, Leibniz Institute of Regional
Geography, Leipzig, Germany, TBC

Low carbon urban development
Presentations and a panel discussion from experts from the European Union highlighting
topics related to low carbon urban development and how this affects different regions, the
local level, and future plans.
Facilitator: Santhosh Kodukula, Project Manager, World Cities Program, Bonn,
Germany
 Planning and financing for local governments for low carbon strategies
Viola Lutz, Project Manager in Climate Financing, South Pole Group,
Zurich, Switzerland
 Low carbon urban planning in the European Union
Dr. Francesco Musco, Associate Professor in Urban and Environmental
Planning, IUAV University of Venice, Italy
 Low carbon urban planning programmes and policies and their effects
on cities, societies and territories
André Müller, Coordinator & Advisor, European Spatial and Urban
Development Division, Federal Institute for Research on Building, Urban

Second Working Meeting of the EU-Japan Urban Policy Cooperation
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Affairs and Spatial Development (BBSR, BBR), Germany
11:30 – 15:45
Lunch
12:45 – 13:45

15:45 – 17:45

City of Leipzig tour and outing
11:30 – 12:00 Visit to City Model, New City Hall
12:00 – 12:45 Brief city tour on foot, Nonnenmühlgasse, Karl-Liebknecht-Straße bis
Volkshaus or tram stop Südkreuz
12:45 – 13:45 Lunch in downtown Leipzig
13:45 – 15:00 Volkshaus bis Südkreuz, Tram bis Wilhelm-Leuschner-Platz,
Mobilitätsstation Nr. 1, walk Schillerstraße, University (Fahrradgarage),
Goethestraße (Fernbusse, Denkmal Ferneisenbahn), Visit Main Station by tram and
walk , introduction of Mobility station concept
15:30 – 16:00 Coffee break in Neue Rathaus, Wandelhalle

City pairing exchange
Each city pairing will:
 Go over the agenda for the host city; delegates have the opportunity for
any requests to change the agenda or to ask for a specific meeting with a
representative from the host city
 Share updates and actions taken since the First Working Meeting and
continue discussion on topics of mutual interest
 Begin concrete planning; cities should begin developing ideas and setting
expectations for their plans to implement projects in their respective cities.
This should be the first steps in further planning and executing actions.
Your ICLEI representative will help facilitate discussion.

17:45 – 18:30

Group sharing and summary
Each city pairing group will share their status and plans for their exchange (5 minutes)
with opportunity for questions afterwards (5 minutes).

18:30 – 19:00

Overview and updates from ICLEI
Discussion on the next meeting as well as tutorial on interactive online platform

19:00 – 21:00

Dinner at Restaurant Ratskeller

Tuesday, 24 November 2015
9:30

Meet in hotel lobby, please check out before departure

9:30 – 12:00

Urban development site tour and presentation
Presentation of urban development of the City of Leipzig in the Kongresshalle,
Telemannsaal, Caroline Pannike, Office of Urban Planning, TBC

12:00 – 18:00

Participant transfer to the respective partner cities
Please note that transfer times and days may vary

Second Working Meeting of the EU-Japan Urban Policy Cooperation
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Wednesday November 25 – Friday November 27, 2015
Overall structure of the field visits
Though the structure of the field visit is decided by the hosting European city, the following should
give an idea of the field visits and how they will impact the future exchanges:


Representatives of the visiting Japanese city will be taken through the projects and
activities that the European city is doing in the selected thematic area.



Directly following the conclusion of the field visits, both partner cities will continue work
on their plan for the exchange and identify areas for mutual knowledge exchange.



During the local field visits, participants should aim to begin developing ideas around a
key action or activity that they will identify to take home to their community



After the field visit, and before the third and final meeting, the ICLEI representative in
attendance shall document the exchange.



Following the field visits, the partner cities shall share information virtually through the
online platform, and ICLEI will facilitate the discussion among the partner cities.

Further information:
ICLEI World Secretariat
World Cities Project Team
Santhosh (Sunny) Kodukula
Project Manager
Kaiser-Friedrich-Str. 7
53113 Bonn Germany

ICLEI Japan Office
Michie Kishigami
Senior Program Advisor
Shimbashi SY Building 4F
1-14-2 Nishi-shimbashi, Minato-ku
Tokyo, Japan 105-0003

Tel. +49-(0)228 / 976 299-54
Fax +49-(0)228 / 976 299-01

Tel: (+81) 3-6205-8415
Fax: (+81) 3-6205-8416

Email: eu-cities@iclei.org

Second Working Meeting of the EU-Japan Urban Policy Cooperation
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EU – Japan Exchange: Second Working Meeting Participants
A complete list of those that participated in the Second Working Meeting in Tokyo, Japan, 31
August – 1 September 2015; and in the Japanese partner cities, 2 – 4 September 2015.

Delegation

Leipzig

Given
name

Family
name

Organization
name

Heiderose

Heßke

City of Leipzig

Torben
Gregor

Heinemann

City of Leipzig

Stephan

Besier

Stadtbahngestaltung,
Zürich

Joachim
Maria

Gauly

City of Leipzig

Fritjof

Mothes

StadtLabor (urban lab)
Kumamoto City

Kunihiro
Nagayama
Hiroaki
Miyazaki

Kumamoto City

Kumamoto

Kumamoto City
Ryoji Tajiri
Mitsuo
Morozumi
Tadashi
Sakamoto

Mayor's Office
Office of Traffic
Planning and
Road
Construction,
General Planning
Department

Position
Deputy Director
for International
Relations

Head of
Department
Consultant/CEO

District
Management
GeorgSchumann-Street
Planning Office
Urban
Construction and
Construction
Bureau
Urban Policy
Sector
Kumamoto
Station
Management
Office

Local consultant
for urban
development
Urban planner
Bureau Chief

Section Chief

Vice Director

Kumamoto University

Professor

Kumamoto Hakuen
University

Professor

Veselina

PetovkaIlieva

Burgas Municipality

Maya

Velcheva

Burgas Municipality

Burgas

Toyama

Department

Jun
Nakamura

City of Toyama

Masaya
Nakamura

City of Toyama

Spatial planning
directorate
European
policies and
programs
directorate

Director/Chief
architect
Director

Vice Mayor
Urban Policy
Division, Urban

Participant List for the Second Working Meeting of the EU-Japan Municipal Dialogue on Urban Policy
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Development
Department
City of Toyama

Tomoaki
Hori

City of Toyama
Tomoharu
Kurosaki

City of Toyama
Nanako
Ueda

Växjö

Shimokawa

Riga

Kitakyushu

Urban Policy
Division, Urban
Development
Department
Office of Strategic
Planning and
Resilience,
Administration
Department
Office of Strategic
Planning and
Resilience,
Administration
Department
Strategic
Planning,
Executive Office
Environment and
health
department
Water &
Environment
Built
Environment and
Energy
Technology

Section Chief

Senior Staff

Staff

Jan

Johansson

City of Växjö

Anneli

Ekstedt

City of Växjö

Ida

Ström

Sweco

Krushna

Mahapatra

Linnaeus University

Julia

Ahlrot

City of Växjö

Enivronment
Strategy
Manager

Town of Shimokawa

Vice Mayor

Hiroki
Takeda
Kenichiro
Nasu
Kentaro
Wada

Town of Shimokawa
Town of Shimokawa

Town Council
Gernal Affairs
Division

Energy Manager
Environmental
manager
Environment
consultant
Associate
professor

Councilor
Officer

Kazuyuki
Takahashi

Marusho Takahashi
Builders Co. Lty.

Representative
Director

Tsubasa
Aso

Mori-no seikatsu, Life
of the Forest
Riga Municipal
Agency
Riga Municipal
Agency

Representative
Director

Timurs

Safiulins

Jevgenijs

Latisevs

Olga

Veidina

Noriaki
Seki
Akira
Toyama

Riga City Council

Riga Energy
Agency
Riga Energy
Agency
Social Issues
Committee

International
Project Manager
Chairman of the
committee
President

NPO SATOYAMA
City of Kitakyushu

Director

Buildings and
City Planning

Participant List for the Second Working Meeting of the EU-Japan Municipal Dialogue on Urban Policy
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Bureau, Planning
Department
Hiroshi
Imanaga

City of Kitakyushu

City of Kitakyushu

Narumi
Nakamoto

University of
Kitakyushu

Akira
Uchida

Speakers

ICLEI staff

Francesco

Musco

Viola

Lutz

André

Müller

Michie

Kishigami

Santhosh

Kodukula

Masumi

Kikkawa

Kristen

Körsgen

IUAV University of
Venice
South Pole Group
Federal Institute for
Research on Building,
Urban Affairs and
Spatial Development
(BBSR, BBR)
Senior Program
Advisor
Project Manager

Deputy Mayor
Environment
Bureai, Guture
City Promotion
Department
Institute for
Urban and
Regional Policy
Study
Urban and
Environmental
Planning
Climate
Financing
European Spatial
and Urban
Development
Division,

World Cities
Project

Program Assistant
Project Administrator

World Cities
Project

Participant List for the Second Working Meeting of the EU-Japan Municipal Dialogue on Urban Policy

Executive
Director

Professor

Professor
Project Manager

Coordinator and
advisor
ICLEI Japan
Office
ICLEI World
Secretariat
ICLEI Japan
Office
ICLEI World
Secretariat
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Leipzig, Germany field visit itinerary
Version after successful completion of the meeting

Tuesday, 1 September 2015

Afternoon

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch in the restaurant Palmensaal in the Zoo
14:40 – 16:30 Tram site visit, to Lindenauer Hafen
 Frithof Mothes
New urban development project
 Walk and tram along Lützner Straße to Lindenauer Markt
 New tram stop, street design
 New traffic concept for Lindenauer Markt
15:30 – 16:30 Quartiermanagement Leipziger Western
 Discussion on Wächterhäuser, Plagwitzer Bahnhof

Evening

17:00 – 19:00 Opening of the Christmas Market, with traditional food and
drinks

Wednesday, 25 November 2015

Morning

9:00 Meeting at the hotel lobby and taking tram line 11 to venue site
 Jochen Gauly, Consultant, Stadtbahngestaltung
9:30 Meeting at Georg-Schumann-Straße 126,
 Introduction to Magistralen Management
 The new plans for Georg-Schumann-Straße and Urban renewal
project
 Exchange with Kumamoto
11:30 Walk/tram to Huygensplatz and Möckernscher Markt
12:30 – 13:30 Lunch at Nin Hao
14:00 – 14:30 Visit and presentation at the Japanese House

Afternoon

14:30 – 15:00 Walk/tram to Eisenbahnstr.


Visit to new tram stop and street design

15:00 – 17:00 Presentation about tram line design and tram stop design


Evening

Time for discussion

17:30 – 19:00 Dinner at Restaurant PILOT
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Thursday, 26 November 2015
9:30 – 11:00 Meeting at Technisches Rathaus

Morning



Welcome and presentations from Office of Urban Planning, Office of
Urban Renewal, Office of Environmentral Portection, Office of
Traffic Planning and Road Construction



Participants from the University of Leipzig

 Presentation of urban development from the City of Kumamoto
11:00 -12:30 Discussion of different approaches of urban development in
Kumamoto and Leipzig


Short presentations of different offices; conclusions for common
projects exchange of experiences

12:30 – 13:30 Lunch at cantina in Technisches Rathaus
13:30 – 16:30 Urban Renewal Site Bayerischer Bahnhof and construction site
Könneritzer Straße
Afternoon

Evening



Presentation of the project Bayerischer Bahnhof, continuing with the
bus line 74 to Schleußig (bus stop Rödelstraße)



Explaining the new tram stop, traffic solution, traffic concept in
residential neighbourhood (Brockhausstraße)



Taking tram line 1 to Goerdelerring (Höfe am Brühl for free time)

16:30 – 19:00 Free time in the city center
19:00 Dinner at Mifune, Münzgasse

Friday, 27 November 2015
9:00 Tram to Technisches Rathaus

Morning

9:30 – 10:30 Meeting in Technisches Rathaus, discussion about comon
projects
10:30 – 11:30 Visit to the monument Battle of the Nation
12:00 Return to the hotel

Afternoon

14:15 Flight to Frankfurt

Further information: Please check with the Participant Information. Please note that
your ICLEI contact for your time in Leipzig is Sunny Kodukula.
ICLEI World Secretariat
World Cities Project Team
Santhosh (Sunny) Kodukula
Project Manager
Tel. +49-(0)228 / 976 299-00
Email: eu-cities@iclei.org

ICLEI Japan Office
Michie Kishigami
Senior Program Advisor
Tel: (+81) 3-6205-8415
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Riga, Latvia field visit itinerary
Version after successful completion of the meeting

Tuesday, 24 November 2015
Arrival (22:30) at Riga International Airport and transfer to hotel (Wellton Hotel)

Wednesday, 25 November 2015
9:00 Meet in hotel lobby
9:00 Presentations by various city departments

Morning

10:30 Welcome by Riga City Council, gift exchange


Makim Tolstoj, Chairman of the Committee, City Development
Committee, Riga City Council

12:00 Lunch at Riga City Council cantina
13:15 Technical visit to bio-mass energy plant, Municipal heating company
“Rigas Siltums”
Afternoon

 Presentation and site visit
15:15 Technical site visit to other energy plant , Municipal heating company
“Rigas Siltums”


Evening

Presentation and site visit

19:00 Dinner, fish restaurant, “Zvejnieku dels”

Thursday, 26 November 2015

Morning

8:40 Meeting at the hotel
9:00 Technical visit to municipal public transportation company
“Rigas Satiksm”


Site visit of storage facilities and headquarters



Presentation on Rigas Satiksm, presentations of the e-card

12:30 Lunch at traditional Latvian cafeteria
13:00 Meeting with research institutions, Riga Technical University Campus

Afternoon



Riga Technical University



Institute of Physical Energetics



University campus tour

 Technical site visit to laboratory, smart district “Kipsala”
15:30 Tour of historic downtown Riga


Tour and explanation of Art Deco architecture and UNESCO World
Heritage Sites
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16:00 Free time in downtown Riga,
Evening

19:00 “Tevocis Vanja” traditional local cuisine

Friday, 27 November
9:00 Meet at hotel lobby
9:30 Technical visit, Eco Getlini

Morning



High-tech ecological waste management Company “Eco Getlini”



Presentation and video



Tour of the facility, greenhouse with famous tomatoes

12:00 Lunch at “Zilais Govs”
Afternoon

13:30 Technical visit, municipal hospital “Rigas 1. Slimnica”
14:30 Q & A session with Riga City Council

Evening

Free evening

Further information: Please check with the Participant Information. Please note that
your ICLEI contact for your time in Riga, Latvia is Kristen Körsgen.
ICLEI World Secretariat
World Cities Project Team
Santhosh (Sunny) Kodukula
Project Manager
Tel. +49-(0)228 / 976 299-00

ICLEI Japan Office
Michie Kishigami
Senior Program Advisor
Tel: (+81) 3-6205-8415

Email: eu-cities@iclei.org
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Burgas, Bulgaria field visit itinerary
Version after successful completion of the meeting

Tuesday, 1 September 2015
Evening

Arrival to Istanbul, transfer to Burgas

Wednesday, 25 November 2015

Morning

Courtesy call to the Mayor
Presentation of city’s urban development policies
Presentation of integrated urban transport project
Presentation of the rent-a-bike system
12:30 – 13:30 Lunch
13:30 – 17:00 Technical visit to urban transport facilities


Burgas Bus Depot /urban vehicles together with corresponding
maintaining infrastructure/



Central bus station and ticket kiosks



Riding on a train in the Burgas Sea Garden, examining the rent-abike system and the bike alleys network

Afternoon

Evening

Dinner with city staff and other stakeholders

Thursday, 26 November 2015
Presentation by and exchange with city stakeholders
Morning



Municipal enterprise “Burgasbus”

Presentation of social policies and services
Lunch
13:00 – 17:00 Technical visit of social service and sport facilities
Afternoon

Evening



Family type center in Burgasn Municipalitiy in support of the social
integration of children at risk

16:30 – 19:00 Free time in the city center
19:00 Dinner at Mifune, Münzgasse

Friday, 27 November 2015
Morning

9:00 Tram to Technisches Rathaus
9:30 – 10:30 Meeting in Technisches Rathaus, discussion about comon
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projects
10:30 – 11:30 Visit to the monument Battle of the Nation
12:00 Return to the hotel
Afternoon

14:15 Flight to Frankfurt

Further information: Please check with the Participant Information. Please note that
your ICLEI contact for your time in Leipzig is Sunny Kodukula.
ICLEI World Secretariat
World Cities Project Team
Santhosh (Sunny) Kodukula
Project Manager
Tel. +49-(0)228 / 976 299-00
Email: eu-cities@iclei.org

ICLEI Japan Office
Michie Kishigami
Senior Program Advisor
Tel: (+81) 3-6205-8415
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Växjö, Sweden field visit itinerary
Version after successful completion of the meeting

Tuesday, 24 November 2015
Arrival at Copenhagen International Airport
Overnight in Asahikawa, Transfer to Shimokawa in AM

Wednesday, 25 November 2015
9:00 Welcome meeting at City Hall, Shimokawa
 Deputy Mayor Mrs Åsa Karlsson Björkmarker
9:30 Transport to Linneaus University via Limnologen
9:45 Site visit wooden energy efficient house, Limnologen
10:30 Forestry and wood science at Linnaeus University

Morning



Building technology lab visit



Dr. Åsa Rydell Blom (Associate Professor and Head of the
Department, Department of Forest and Wood Technology).



Dr. Jan Oscarsson (Senior Lecture, Department of Building
Technology).



Dr. Ambrose Dodoo (Associate Professor, Department of Built
Environment and Energy Technology).

12:00 Lunch, Restaurant Rasken
13:30 Site visit, eight story wooden complex passive house
Afternoon

 Presentation and site visit
14:30 Site visit a wooden tennis area, with passive house standard


Södra Climate Arena, venue Dynacon

16:00 Transport to hotel

Thursday, 26 November 2015
8:30 Departure from the hotel
9:00 Site visit CHP-plant
Morning



10:30 Site visit local house building company



Afternoon

Växjö Energy, Green room
Villa Vida

Presentation on Rigas Satiksm, presentations of the e-card

12:00 Lunch
13:30 Elderly care and internet of things
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 City hall, Kronobergsrummet
14:30 Presentation of Shimokawa
15:30 Preparation for 3rd project, meeting in Tokyo
17:30 Exchange and dinner
Evening



Exchange with Japanese students who will share about cultural
differences and similarities between Japan and Sweden



Restaurant La Castellina, Liedbergs-gatan 11

Friday, 27 November
8:30 Departure from hotel

Morning

9:30 Site visit, local furniture company, Norrgavel

Norrgavel
10:30 Site visit local furniture Company, Svenssons i Lammhult
12:30 Lunch, Kosta Boda Art Hotel

Afternoon

14:00 Art glass gallery and art glass Factory, Kosta Boda
 Local souvenirs

Evening

Free evening

Further information: Please check with the Participant Information. Please note that
your ICLEI contact for your time in Växjö, Sweden is Michie Kishigami.
ICLEI World Secretariat
World Cities Project Team
Santhosh (Sunny) Kodukula
Project Manager
Tel. +49-(0)228 / 976 299-00

ICLEI Japan Office
Michie Kishigami
Senior Program Advisor
Tel: (+81) 3-6205-8415

Email: eu-cities@iclei.org
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